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Introduction

•International collaboration of eight countries

•Next great mega-science project: €1.5B

•Science limited by computing

•Consortium for Science Data Processor now 
forming
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SKA Science
•Key Science Projects for the SKA

• Hydrogen survey – dark energy
• Pulsar survey – strong field tests of gravity
• Cosmic magnetism – origin of B fields
• Cradle of Life
• Epoch of Re-ionization
• Exploration of the Unknown
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The Square Kilometre Array

• 2020 era radio telescope
• Very large collecting area (km2)
• Very large field of view  
• Wide frequency range (70MHz - 25 

GHz)
• Large physical extent  (3000+ km) 

• International project
• Telescope sited in Australia and/or 

South Africa
• Headquarters at Jodrell Bank, UK
• Multiple pathfinders and precursors 

now being built around the world
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SKA: Rutherford Innovation Showcase

SKA
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SKA site selection

•Two possible sites
• Australia + New Zealand
• South Africa + eight other African countries

•Site selection process under way
•Feb 29: Report from Site Selection Committee not 
conclusive

•April 3/4: Members and Board met
•Subcommittee formed to investigate how to build on 
infrastructure investments made by both sites

•Report due back mid May

•My guess is that we will see a split site
•Site split by frequency of observation
• Increment in construction and operations costs
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SKA timeline
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SKA Program Plan

• Entered Pre-construction Phase (PEP) for SKA 1

• Runs 2012 to 2016

• Project divided into multiple Work Packages

• Work Breakdown Structure / Statement of Work defined

• Consortia being formed to bid on each work package

• Only one Science Data Processor consortium
• Led by UCam (UK) - Paul Alexander
• Australia: CSIRO, ICRAR, UMel
• Netherlands: ASTRON
• South Africa: MeerKAT 
• United Kingdom: OERC, STFC
• Vendors
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Australian SKA Pathfinder = 1% SKA

• Fastest survey radio telescope in the world
• Sited at Boolardy, Western Australia
• 36 antennas compared to ~ 3600 for SKA 
• First 6 antennas installed

• 150MA$
• Early test observations 2011
• Full observing 2013
• Demonstrates wide field of view 

technology for SKA
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ASKAP data flow

• From observing to archive with no human decision making
• Calibrate automatically
• Image automatically
• Form science oriented catalogues automatically
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Pawsey High Performance Computing Centre for 
SKA Science, Perth, Western Australia

• A$80M, funded by Australian Federal 
government

• 100 TF machine being commissioned
• HP cluster in a box
• Full scale ASKAP test during commissioning
• Used in 2011 for early telescope testing

• Petascale system by 2014
• 25% for radio astronomy

• Petascale being delivered in 2 parts
• 2013, 2014
• Reflects growth of community
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Radio telescope imaging

• Spatial coherence of electric field 
(visibility) is Fourier transform of sky 
brightness

• Measures for many values of the Fourier 
components u,v

• Invert Fourier relationship to get image of 
sky brightness

• Typical problems
• Incomplete u,v, sampling
• Calibration
• Wide field of view: no longer Fourier 

transform

VA 'B = EA 'EB
*

t

= e−2π jw I(l,m)e−2π j ul+vm( )dldm∫

A

B
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• Iterate to find model of sky that fits the data

•Multiple transforms between data and image space
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Iterative imaging

752 A.L. Varbanescu et al.

Fig. 2. A diagram of the typical deconvolution process in which a model is iterati-
vely refined by multiple passes. The shaded blocks (gridding and degridding) are both
performed by convolutional resampling.

of view), we use the W-projection algorithm [8], which computes one FFT for
each projection of the baseline b on Pw parallel planes (usually, betwen 10 and
30), and combines the results.

The practical process of building a sky image has two phases: imaging and
deconvolution. The imaging phase generates a dirty image directly from the
measured visibilities, using FFT. The deconvolution “cleans” the dirty image into
a sky model. Further, this sky model can be iteratively enhanced by repeating the
process using new measured visibilities. A snapshot of this process is presented in
Figure 2. Before any FFT operations, data has to be placed in a regularly spaced
grid. The operation used to interpolate the original visibility data to a regular
grid is called gridding. Degridding is the “reverse” operation, that projects the
regular grid points back to the original tracks; degridding is required when a
computed grid is used to refine an existing model.

2.3 Application Analysis

The visibility data is gathered at regular time intervals from each baseline in the
system. For a single sample, gridding and degridding are performed by convolu-
tion with a function designed to have good properties in the image domain. In
practice, all the convolution coe!cients are pre-calculated and stored in a large
matrix, C, and the gridding of the V (u, v, w)t) visibilities into G, the 2g ! 2g

regular grid is implemented by convolution with sub-blocks from C. Such a sub-
block, SKM , having M = m ! m elements, is called a support kernel. Typical
values for M are between 15 ! 15 and 129 ! 129, depending on the required
accuracy level. Similarly, degridding uses the same support kernels to transform
the data from the regular grid back into the visibility domain, generating a new
set of V !(u, v, w)t.

The essential application data structures are summarized in Table 2.3. Data is
collected from A antennas (i.e., B = A · (A + 1)/2 baselines); in one observation
session, each baseline is sampled at regular intervals, providing Nsamples for each
one of the chosen Nfreq frequency channels. For example, at a sampling rate of 1
sample/s, Nsamples = 28800 for an 8 hours observation; Nfreq can vary between
tens and thousands of channels.

The computation patterns for gridding and degridding are presented in Lis-
ting 1.1. Note that the e"ective computation is the same: one complex
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• Visibility on plane AB is Fourier transform of sky

• Antenna A’ receives radiation by Fresnel diffraction 
from AB plane

• Visibility between A’ and B is Fresnel/Fourier 
transform

• Not invertible
• Use iterative algorithm

• Predict forward with high accuracy
• Reverse calculation is approximate
• Apply prior information e.g. sparse

IESP SKA April 2012

Wide field imaging

VA 'B = e
−2π jw I(l,m)e−2π j ul+vm( )dldm∫

VA 'B = I(l,m)e
−2π j ul+vm+w 1− l2 −m2( ) dldm

1− l2 − m2∫

Fresnel diffraction
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Changes in imaging during scaling work

• AWProject (2007)
• W projection + A projection (for primary beam)
• Too much CPU
• Too much memory for convolution function

• AProjectWStack (2008)
• Apply W term in image space
• Much less CPU
• Too much memory for w stack

• AWProject + trimmed convolution function (2009)
• Only apply and keep non-zero part of convolution function
• Still too much memory for convolution function

• AWProject + trimmed convolution function + multiple snapshot planes (2011)
• Fit and remove w=au+bv plane every 30 - 60 min
• Small memory for convolution function

• Serialise normal equations piece-by-piece for MPI (2011)
• Cuts down short bump in memory use

• No current algorithm will scale as-is to full-field longer baselines (ASKAP 6km)

Convolution

Convolution/Multiplication

Convolution

Convolution + slices
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Data Processing:
Scaling ASKAP Processing to ~10,000 cores

CSIRO | ASKAP and Pawsey Centre | TAP Presentation
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The need to change algorithms and software

• Rejected first set of legacy code (CASA) in 2006
• Had much of the required functionality
• Poorly structured for HPC

• Developed new code targeted for HPC (2007 - )
• Expect to get to O(10000) cores via MPI (barely)
• Developed multiple algorithms
• Control space very complex
• Need to wring out code, algorithm complexity soon

• For SKA, need to go to 100 million concurrency
• Code, algorithms all must change

• Conclusion: If scaling far enough, everything must change

• We’re willing to change!
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Key computational elements in SKA imaging

• Distribute over frequency
• 1K to 32K channels

• Gridding/degridding samples onto/from regular grid for FFT
• Anti-aliasing filter plus antenna illumination pattern plus w term
• Kernel size in range 30 by 30 to 100 by 100 pixels

• Large format FFTs
• 64K by 64K or larger
• Partition across multiple nodes

• Image warping from one projection to another
• 64K by 64K with bi-cubic or better (Lanczos) interpolation

• Only one decomposition - others possible
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SKA Compute

• SKA Phase 1 (to be procured ~2017)
• Several hundred PetaFlop/s (SKA Memo 130) 
• Close to top of top 500

• SKA Phase 2 (~2022)
• ExaFlop/s range
• Again, close to top of top 500

• Scaling with science is steep
• Mitigate risk by backing off science
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SKA data rates

•SKA Phase 1 input into correlator
• Up to 10 - 500 TB/s
• Without peer in the world, a significant risk 

•SKA Phase 1 output from correlator
• 320 GB/s from dish correlator
• 3 TB/s from Aperture array correlator 
• Challenging, but not a significant risk
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Climbing Mount Exaflop

ASKAP

SKA phase 1

SKA phase 2

ASKAP dev cluster

NCI Altix tests

Note that Flops 
numbers are not 
achieved - we 
actually get much 
lower efficiency 
because of memory 
bandwidth - so 
scaling is relative

NCI NF tests

Pawsey Centre tests
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SKA Exascale Strategy

• Evaluate HPC cost and risk for all science use cases
• Build and maintain expertise in extreme scaling of data intensive applications. 
• Continue and expand efforts to build partnerships with industry, research institutes 

and exascale code owners. 
• Invest in active and technical contributions in the various international Exascale 

projects, especially with respect to data intensive applications or the development 
of systems.

• Increase investment in algorithm development and HPC software expertise.  
• Educate the SKA community about developments in exascale research
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Summary

• SKA site selection imminent - probably two locations

• SKA moving onto 4 year pre-construction phase

• SKA computing challenges both compute and data

• Science Data Processor consortium forming
• Contacts at this meeting: Tim Cornwell, Anne Trefethen, Mike Ashworth
• Lead: Paul Alexander (UCam)

• Exascale challenges everywhere

• We welcome discussions on all topics!
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Contact Us
Phone: 1300 363 400 or +61 3 9545 2176

Email: enquiries@csiro.au  Web: www.csiro.au

Thank you

ATNF/ASKAP
Tim Cornwell
ASKAP Computing Project Lead

Phone: +61 2 9372 4261
Email: tim.cornwell@csiro.au
Web: www.atnf.csiro.au
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